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star trek: the next generation left a confused and shattered ship, having lost its captain picard
and famous bridge crew the previous year in the tragic short film the best of both worlds. enter

data, the emotionless robot who came as a replacement and soon began a love-hate
relationship with geordi la forge and his entire crew. geordi, a former field engineer who used
his scientific gifts to pursue starfleet dreams, then becomes executive officer of the uss titan

after the departure of data from the enterprise. the crew pursues their various missions, some
successful and some heartbreakingly tragic. the new movie is slickly-produced, with a

convincingly gritty look to the spacecrafts interior and the rings of the abyss. but beyond all
that, the film mostly plays it safe, rarely taking any risks for the viewers benefit. this is the
problem with the film: roddenberry isnt there to light the way. anyone expecting a star trek

movie that resembles a fantasy vision of the u.s. enterprise is going to be disappointed. all in all,
while the film isnt without its benefits, it does nothing to ensure that star trek into darkness is a
significant leap forwards in the journeys of the characters and their allegiances. i am a huge fan
of the abrams trek films. in fact, i enjoy abrams movies as much as i do star trek. what i enjoy

even more is the style of abrams trek movies. abrams movies are dark and moody, at once
exciting and suspenseful. the kind of trek movies i want to see are the ones with great

characters and plots and a mood, not too much of a science adventure. abrams trek movies play
to the strengths of the star trek characters and shows that the characters are fun, strong, real

people, with great dialogue and a great story to tell.
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